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Abstract 
The standard procedure for constructing balanced Room squares from symmetric skew bal- 
anced starters is examined, and put right. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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A Room square of  side n (where n is necessarily odd) on a set S of n + 1 symbols 
is an n x n array F such that 
(i) every cell of  F either is empty or contains an unordered pair of  symbols from S: 
(ii) each symbol of S occurs once in each row and each column of F;  
(iii) every unordered pair of distinct symbols of  S occurs in precisely one cell of F. 
An ordered Room square is obtained from a Room square by replacing each un-- 
ordered pair {x, y} by one of the ordered pairs (x, y), (y,x). An ordered Room square 
yields a design by taking, for each i<~n, the first elements of the ordered pairs in 
column i as one block, and the second elements as another. These blocks are often 
called half-columns. If  the resulting design is balanced, we say that the ordered Room 
square is a balanced Room square. These squares are equivalent to complete balanced 
Howell rotations (see [1,4,7] for further details). 
Schellenberg [7] gave several constructions of balanced Room squares (BRS), in-- 
cluding a method of combining two BRS of side n to derive one of side 2n + 1. We 
describe his method briefly. A Room square of side q is in standard form if its element 
set is {~} U GF(q), the rows and columns are labelled with the elements of  GF(q), 
and {cx~,i} is in the cell (i,i) for each i E GF(q). (The Room square is cyclic if cell 
( i+ 1 , j+  1) contains {x+ 1,y+ 1} whenever cell (i, j) contains {x,y}; the pairs in ro~ 
0, excluding {~,0} ,  are then said to form a starter.) Given a standard form Room 
square R, we derive R* from it by deleting the pairs containing cx~. Two ordered Room 
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squares RI,R2 of side q are called a latin pair if, for i C j, the cell (i, j) is empty in 
RI if and only if it is not empty in R2, and, on superimposing R* and R* and placing 
(i,i) in cell (i, i), i E GF(q), the resulting array, which we denote by Rl ®R2, is the 
join of two orthogonal latin squares. A common transversal T of such a join is a set 
of q cells, one from each row and one from each column, whose q ordered pairs have 
q distinct first elements and q distinct second elements. 
Example 1. Let R be the following Room square of side 7: 
-co0 62 54 
- oc l  03 
- - oo2  
R = 64 - - 
- 05  - 
32  - 16 
51 43 - 
- 31  - - 
65  - 42 - 
14 06 - 53 
cc3 25 10 - 
- oo4  36 21 
- - oo5 40 
20 - - oc6 
Then R1 =R and R2, the transpose of R with pairs (x,y) replaced by (y,x), form a 
latin pair, with Ri QR2 given by 
"00  62 
26 11 
45 30 
64 56 
13 05 
32 24 
51 43 
For fixed j ,  the 
54 46 31 23 15 
03 65 50 42 34 
22 14 06 61 53 
41 33 25 10 02 
60 52 44 36 21 
16 01 63 55 40 
35 20 12 04 66 
cells (i,i +j) ,  0 ~< i ~< 6, form a common transversal. 
T h e o r e m  1 (Schellenberg [7]). Suppose that the BRS R1 and R 2 of side q have the 
following properties: 
(i) Rl and R2 are a latin pair, and R1 QR2 has a pair of disjoint common transversals 
1"1 and T2 which do not intersect he main diagonal. 
(ii) The block designs D(RI), D(R2) whose blocks are the half-columns of R1,R2, 
respectively, have the property that if {cx)}UBi and {i} U Ci are the blocks of 
D(R1) obtained from column i, then {i}UBi and {co} U Ci are the blocks of 
D(R2) obtained from column i. 
Then there exists a BRS of side 2q + 1. 
Schellenberg applied this theorem to the case q -3(mod4)  by taking R1 to be a 
suitable skew BRS and R2 to be its transpose. (A Room square in standard form is 
skew if, for all i C j, cell (i,j) is empty if and only if cell (j, i) is not; in Example 1, 
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R is skew.) In this way he constructed a BRS of side 2q + 1 for every prime power 
q>3,  q-= 3 (mod4). 
Schellenberg also considered the case when q = 1 (mod4), and obtained partial re- 
sults by a similar method. Later authors, such as Hwang et al. [6], Du and Hwang [5] 
and Yu and Hwang [8], have approached the problem via a special kind of starter. 
Definition. Let n be an odd prime power. A symmetric skew balanced starter (SSBS) 
is a set of m = l(n - 1) ordered pairs (Xl, Yl ) . . . . .  (Xm, y,,,) of elements of GF(n) such 
that 
(i) {xt . . . . .  Xm, yl . . . . .  Ym} =GF(n) -  {0}; 
(ii) {±(xi - Yi): 1 <~i<~m} = GF(n) - {0}; 
(iii) {+(xi + y i ) : l  <~i<~m} = GF(n) - {0}; 
(iv) {xl . . . . .  Xm} = {--Xl  . . . . .  --Xm}; 
(V) {Xl . . . . .  Xm},{yl . . . . .  Ym} form a difference system. 
We note that (i) and (ii) define a starter; (iii) is the skew condition; the 'symmetric' 
property (iv) implies that {y~ . . . . .  Ym} = {-Yl , . . . , - -Ym} also; and in (v) we mean the 
differences xi - xj, Yi - -  Yj, i C j ,  give all the nonzero elements of GF(n) the same 
number of times. In particular, it is well known that if we can arrange for the xi to 
be the squares and the yi to be the nonsquares in GF(n) then properties (iv) and (v) 
will be automatically satisfied when n -= 1 (mod 4). 
The basis for using SSBS to construct BRS lies in the assertion (Theorem 2 of 
[6]) that the existence of a SSBS in GF(n) implies the existence of a BRS of side 
2n + 1. However, this does not seem to be the case; at least, it does not follow by 
Schellenberg's method as claimed. To discuss this further, we consider n --- p = 8k + 5. 
Lemma 2. Let p = 8k ÷ 5 be a prime, p > 5. Then there exists a primitive root 0 o!  
p such that the pairs 
(04 i , - -04 i+1) ,  (04i+2,04i+1), O<~i~2k 
Jorm an SSBS in GF(p). 
Proofl It can be shown that for all such p there exists a primitive root 0 such that 
02 - 1 is a square modp.  (Cohen [3] proves that for p>211;  smaller values of p 
are easily checked.) Choose such a 0 and consider the given pairs. Since 04~-2 =-  l, 
conditions (i) and (iv) are clearly satisfied. For (ii), the differences are ± 04i(0 + 1) 
and + 04i+1(0- 1), and, since -1  = 04k+2, these are all different provided either both 
or neither of  0 + 1, 0 - 1 is a square, i.e. provided 02 - 1 is a square. Condition (iii) 
is similarly checked. Finally, the xi are the squares and the yi are the nonsquares, so 
(v) holds. [~ 
Example 2. Take p= 13, 0=2 to obtain the SSBS 
(1,11), (3,7), (4,2), (9,8), (10,5), (12,6). 
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I f  we now apply the method proposed in Theorem 2 of [6] to the case q = p = 13, 
we take RI to be the cyclic skew BRS obtained from the above SSBS, with entries 
labelled by suffix 1, and R2 to be the transpose of Rl with entries labelled by suffix 
2. This gives RI QR2: 
01,02 22,122 101,5! ... 
21, 12l ... 
102,52 ... 
Note that this does not give the join of two orthogonal atin squares, so that the 
conditions of Theorem 1 are not satisfied. I f  we reversed the order of every pair with 
suffix 2, we would destroy the latin property. However, let us proceed. The next step 
is to construct an array with mixed pairs. I f  we follow the approach described in the 
proof of Theorem 1, we would replace (al ,bl)  in RI QR2 by (b2,al) and (a2,b2) by 
(al,b2); but this gives repetitions of (unordered) pairs. 
We show that we can overcome these problems by dealing with the starter pairs 
(04i, -04i+1 ) differently from the starter pairs (04i+2, 04i+l ). 
Theorem 3. Let p = 8k + 5 be prime, p > 5. Then there exists a BRS of  side 2 p + 1. 
Proofi Let 0 be a primitive root of p such that 0 2 - 1 is a square mod p. 
Step 1: Construct he p × p array A with rows and columns labelled by 0 . . . . .  p - 1, 
developed cyclically from the initial (0th) row in which (0 4i, -0  4i+1 ) is in cell (0, 0 4i - 
04i+1), (014/+2, 014i+1 ) is in cell (0,04i+2"[-04i+1), (04i+1,--04i) is in cell (0,04i+1 --04i), 
and ( -04i+1,2 -A4i+2v z ) is in cell (0,-04i+1 - 04i+2). Then A contains each unordered 
pair {xl ,y l},  {Xz, y2} (x•y)  once. Since in the cyclic development (x,y) in cell 
(0,x + y) leads to ( -y , -x )  in cell ( -x -  y,0), the initial column of A contains pairs 
(04i+1,_04i), (_04i+1,_04i+2), [A4i /]4i+1~ (A4,+2 04i+1 ~.v2 ,--v2 l, ~.v2 , ). The first elements of  these 
ordered pairs give all the squares suffix 2 and the nonsquares uffix 1; the second 
elements of the pairs give the squares suffix 1 and the nonsquares uffix 2. 
Step 2: Define B to be the p × p array developed cyclically from the initial (0th) 
row in which (/~4i~2 '--VlLl4i+l aj is in cell (0, 04i-  04i+1 ), (014i+2, 024i+1 ) is in cell (0, 04i+1 -'~ 
04i+2), (--04i, 04i+1 ) is in cell (0, 0 4i+1 --04i), and (--014i+2, _0  24/+1 ) is in cell (0, -0  4i+1- 
04i+2). The initial column of B has pairs (04i+1, --O~i), [ /:14i+1 Aai+2a [ A4i+I /~4i~ k--Vl '--v2 1' ~--v2 ,Vl /, 2 
4i+2 (04i+1, 02 ). The first half column contains nonsquares and the second half column 
contains the squares. 
The (1,2) mixed differences a -  b arising from pairs {al,b2} in the first column of 
B are +04i(0+ 1) and +04i+1(0 - 1). Since 02 - 1 is a square and since 04k+2 = - 1, 
these differences are all the nonzero elements of GF(p)  once. So every pair {al,b2} 
with a ¢ b will occur precisely once in B. 
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Step 3: Now, introduce the pairs (X l ,X2)  and pairs involving two further elements 
zxzl,w2 as in Schellenberg's method. Consider the following array, with rows and 
columns labelled by 01,..., (p - 1 )1,02 .. . . .  (p - 1 )2, ~x~. 
01 
Z 
02 
O(3 
1 ' ' " 
A 
02 . . .  0(3 
B 
Take a pair (xl,Y2) in row 02 of B. If this is in cell (02,h2) consider all the cells in 
the transversal TI = {((0 + 9)2, (h + 9)2 ) : 9 E Zp)} of B. If the cell (i2,j2) in Ti contains 
(nl,k2), n¢k ,  move (nl,k2) along to cell (i2, oO) and place (nl,cx~2) and (vcl,k2) in 
cells (ni,j2) and (kl,j2), respectively. 
Similarly, consider all cells of a transversal T2 of B consisting of cells 
((0 + 9)2), (l +9)2) where cell (02,12) contains a pair (u2, vi ). If cell (i2,j2) of T2 con- 
tains (m2, hl), m C h, move it down to cell (oQj2), and place (m2,cxD2) and (hi, oct ) 
in cells (i2,ml) and (i2,hi), respectively. Finally, place (i2, i~ ) in cell (i2, i2) for each 
i,O<~i<~p- 1, and place (0c1,~2) in cell (cx~,cxD). 
The following lemma of Schellenberg now ensures that the distribution of squares 
and nonsquares in the constructed array produces a balanced block design from the 
half columns. 
Lemma 4 (Schellenberg [7]). Let p-  1 (mod4) be a prime (but not a Fermat prime). 
Let R i denote the set of quadratic residues of p, with subscript i, and let Ni denote the 
set of quadratic nonresidues, ubscript i. Then the translates of {cxDi,c~2} URt uN2, 
{01,02}UN1UR2, {01,cx~2}UR1UR2, {02, CX~l}UNj U~,  alon9 with the two sets 
{01,CxDi }URI UNI and {02, z~2} UR2 UN2, form a balanced (2(p+ 1), p+ 1, p) block 
desiyn. 
Example 3. A BRS of side 27 is shown in Fig. 1. 
Since there also exists a BRS of side 1 1, we have thus confirmed the existence of 
a BRS of side 2p + 1 wherever p is a prime of the form 8k + 5 ~> 5. 
We now show that the starters of Du and Hwang do similarly lead to balanced Room 
squares. These starters are, like those of Lemma 2, quadratic starters, in the sense that 
each pair consists of one square and one nonsquare. 
Lemma 5 (Du and Hwang [5]). Let p=2mt + 1 be prime, m>~2, t odd, t> l  
and let 0 be a primitive root of p. Then there exist u, vEGF(p) such that 
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(u - -  1)(V-- 1), (U+ 1) (v+ 1), u, v are all nonsquares, and u=vO 2°'k /or some 
k. Further, the followin9 pairs then form an SSBS: 
(si2"+2J+Zu, 8i2"+2j+2), O<~i<t, 0~<j<2 ' ' -2,  
(Oi2°'+2"-'+2j+2v, 0i2'°+2 ..... +2j+2), O~i<t ,  0~<j<2 "-2. 
In establishing the next theorem, we have to treat those starter pairs involving u 
differently from those involving v. 
Theorem 6. Let p=2mt+ 1 be prime, m~>2, t> l ,  t odd. Then there exists a BRS 
of  side 2p + 1. 
Proof. We follow the general approach of Theorem 3. Let A be the cyclic p × p array 
obtained from the initial column (column 0) consisting of pairs 
(8~2" +21'+2, "2 . . . . .  (8 t +2J+2u)2 ) in cell (O, (u+ 1)8'2'+2.1+2), 
(Ai2~+2" J+2i+2 " ~ " ' " "- " " ~2 " , (8 '2 +2" '+2j-2V)2) in cell (O, (v+ 1)0 '2 +2 '+21--), 
(--(si2m+21+2U)l, --8il 2'~+2j+2) in cell (0, - (u  + 1 )8 i2"%21+2 ), 
(__(0,2°'+2 ~ '+2J+Zv)l, __0i12"+2 "' '+2j+2) in cell (0 , - (v  + 1)0 i2~'+2 .... ~Z/+2). 
Next, let B be the cyclic p x p array obtained from column 0 consisting of 
((8i2"+2]+2U)1), 0i22''+2'j+2) in cell (0, (u + 1 )0 i2°'+2/+2), 
((0 '.2''+2 .... +2J+Zv)2, Oil 2m+2'°-1+2j+2) in cell (0 , (v+ 1)0 i2''+2 ..... +2j+2), 
(-(si2°'+2j+2u h, -8~ 2'+~j+2) in cell (0 , - (u  + 1)0i2"'+2/+2), 
(__(0i2"+2 '' 1+2j+2/))2 ' __8i12"+2 ..... +2j+2) in cell (0 , - (v  + 1)O i2"+2 .... +2j+2). 
The (1,2) mixed differences in the initial column are then ± (v -  l )8 i2'' +2 ..... ~ 2t~: 
4-(U- 1)8 i2"'+2j+2, and these give every nonzero element of GF(p)  once since one of 
u -  1, v -  l is a square and since 02"t =-1 ,  where t is odd. Similarly, since one of 
u + 1, v + 1 is a square, all the cells are distinct. 
Note that, in the initial column of B, there is one half column consisting of all the 
squares, and another consisting of all the nonsquares. 
Proceeding now as in Theorem 2, we obtain a BRS. [] 
Thus, the claim that the existence of SSBS leads to the existence of a BRS is 
confirmed, at least for the particular SSBS of Lemma 5. 
We conclude with two notes. 
( 1 ) Schellenberg constructed BRS of side 2p + 1 for all p ~ 5 (rood 8) for which there 
exists a primitive root 0 with 82 + 8 + 1 and 02 - 8 + 1 both squares. It is now 
known [2] that such a 8 exists for all p=5(mod8) ,  p~>29, p¢61.  
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(2) Lemma 5 holds for GF(q) where q is a prime power. So the construction of a 
BRS of order 2q + 1 goes through as for 2p + 1. Thus, for example, a BRS of 
side 51 can be constructed over GF(25). 
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